
Exam Galaxies 8¿ Cosmoiogy

June 20, 2016

Dear Students,
You irave 3 hor'rrs to cornplete this exa¡n. lVIake sure you reacl the full q¡estion
before starting to write dor,vn your ans.$/er. your ansr,ver shoulcl be no longer
than - 2 pages for each full question.

Goocl luclc!

Question 1 - Timescales
Two timescales that are important iu galaxy er,'olution are the cl¡rnamical time
(ú¿"n) and the relaxation time (t".r.*).

1. How are these tw-o timescales definecl?

2. Give typical valnes of ú¿"¡ and f..¡r* for a galaxy.

3. Explain the implicaüion of the fact that the clyuamical timescal.e of galaxies
is much shorter than the age of the Universe.

4. usiug the virial theorern, show that every galaxy in equilibriurn can be
'scaled' to another equilibrium system by using: .ñ\ : e¡arrl4, î¿ : o,¡x:4
ancl ô¿ : &dui (where .ftr¿, x|¡ and ø¿ are the mass, position and velocity of
particles in the galaxy), under the conditiou that:

an : a., a?, , (1)

5. Explain why the fact that the relaxatiou timescale of galaxies is m¡ch
larger than ühe age of the unir,'erse, makes it easy for us to model galaxies.
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Question2 - Merging galaxies

1. Galaxies exist in three major classes: elliptical, spiral and irregular. Ex-
plaiu:

(a) how ellipticals change frorn E0 to E7.

(b) three ways in which spirals change from Sa to Scl.

(c) what the difference is between S and SB galaxies.

2. Astronomers used to think that galaxies evolved from elliptical to spiral
galaxies. lVe now know that this is not the case. Can galaxies evoive from
one ciass to another? Explain in a few sentences how this could happen.

3. Describe three ways to recognize mergels (merging galaxies).

4. Explain, in a few sentences, irow tidal ùails can form during a merger of
trvo galaxies.

5. iVlergers can have zero, one or e\¡en two tidal taiis. Explain hoq' this is
possible. lVhich iypes ofgalaxies have to be involved in these three cases?

6. Although mergers should occur very often, finding a rnerger is quite rare.
Explain whv this is the case.

7. Do you expect Ìrlergers to occur Ìnore or less often as the universe evoh-es?
Vlotivate )¡our answer.
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Question 3 - Orbits
1. Descril>e in a few seutences what an integral of motion is

2. Describe in a few words rvhat the equipotential surface is

3. orbits can be roughly divided into two types. Figure 1 sho.lvs four orbits in
a non-circular two-dimensional potentiai, with their equipotential surface.
lYhich type are the 

'pper 
two orbits, and which t¡rpe are the lower two?

4. The two bottom orbits in Fig. 1 touch the equipotential surface. At q'hat
velocity clo stars in the bottom two orbits touch this surface? Motivate
your ans'ñ€r.

5' Tire classical integral of motion of the potelrtial in Fig. 1 is the ener€çy.
Does this potential have auoùher integral of motion? iVlotivate )'our an-
s\4fer.
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Figure 1; Orbits in a flat potential, ri'ith their eqr.ripotential surface.
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Question4-Darkmatter
One of the pieces of evidence for the existence of dark matter are the flat rotation
curves of spiral gala{es, which are obserr,rcl to exteud beyond the luminous part
of the galaxy.

L. Derive what value of a in h[ s. ro is needecl in order to have ?c : const.
Explain w-hy ihis implies that there rnust be adclitionai matter present,
beyond the luminous part of the galaxy (which can considered as a point
mass).

2. Explain:

(a) why dark matter stays in ühe form of extended halos. while baryonic
matter can collapse to form a compact clisk.

(b) how point (a) relates to the fact ühat rve cannot 'see' (i.e. directly
observe) dark matter.

3. Explain how you would measure the mass-to-light raüio, N[./L, of a cluster
of galaxies (whai kind of obserr,ational quantities, with what kind of tele-
scopes or instmments). lVill this M/L be higher or lower than the NIiL
of an individual galaxy?

4. List two other pieces of observational evidence for the existence of dark
matter-
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Question 5 - Reionisation
Aft.er ühe big bang, the universe cooled until all the gas'uvas neutral. Some of this
gas collapsed to form galaxies at high redshift. Currentl¡ in the local universe,
we observe all ihe gas betu,'een the galaxies to be highly ionized (emitting x-
rays). gtr" explanation for this fact is that the early galaxies emitted enough
UV radiation to reionise the all the gas.

In this problem w'e will examine this theory by studving the uv-luminosity
function. The UV luminosit,v function at redshift z: 5 is given by a Schechter
function:

ó(Lw): (#) (#)" "&uv/I.) Q)

where d* : 1.1 .10-3 iVlpc-3 and tr* : 3. 1010tro.

1. Explain in words what the luminosity function describes.

2. Find the total luminosity density that is emitted by the galaxies at this
redshift. You may assume tirat the faint-end slope o : -1.

3. To keep the universe reionized at reclshift 5 requires a uv lurninosity
densiüy of at least 106tr"iVlpc-3. otrly 5% of the photons contribute to
the reionization process. Do the galaxies emit enough radiation to reionize
the universe?

4. In reality the faint end slope of the luminosity function is steeper: a :
-1.3. Explain i' lr,'ords (no calculation necessary) how this affects yo'r
previous argument.

5' some recent ol¡serv'ations rnighù iuclicate that the faint end slope a 1 -2.
What cloes this mean for the total iuminosity?

6. Cau you give an estimate of the typical lurninosity of a galaxv at reclshift
ÐJ
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Question 6 - Galaxy formation:
A galaxy in a clark mabber halo is fonnecl from ¿ collapsing overciensib¡r Ai bhe
redshift of formation ("ro,*) the dark matter halo has a clensity of 178 times the
mean clensity of the universe. After the time of formation the universe keeps
expanding while the galaxy halo remains at the same density.

1. We lcnorv the Hubble coustant has a value of Hs:100/z krnrrsriN,lpc.
Give a reasonable estimate for å ancl show that the critical density of the
unil'erse has a value of:

p: #ry 1011N{e/vrpc3 (3)
ö7iu

You can use that G : 6.67. 10-11 -3kg-1s-2, 1pc : 8.086 . 1016 m and
that r1,/,¡ : 1.99. 1030 lig.

2. Calcuiate the current or,'erdensity of a halo that has formed at a redshift
of z¡or* : 2. YOu maY use that:

tr."r"(zr"n,J : 1?8 (l+ rÞ¡.)3 
(4)

Puniverse(z) \ I*z /

3. Calculate the radius Ã¡*16 of a spherical haio with rnass ,4,1" : 1013,4,fer.
Use tbe fact th¿b the overdensity of a halo is 178 compared io the average
rnattär density of the universe, ancl that O*.¡¿r. :0.27.

4. In figure 2 yot see an image of N,131. The size of the image is described in
the caption. If the distance to N'I31 is 0.8 NIpc, what is the physical size
of NI31'?

Fignre 2: N,{31; full image size: 3.5 x 1.8 degrees. r.paroma¡,,carr€ch/Dss,/D.De Martiû)

5. Compare the physical size of lVI31 to the radius vou conputecl above.
Explain your result, what might cause any clifferences? In case they clo
uot agree: how cloes the difference in raclius affect the estimated formation
reclshift?
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